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Dynamics of one- and two-dimensional kinks in bistable reaction–diffusion
equations with quasidiscrete sources of reaction

Horacio G. Rotstein,a) Anatol M. Zhabotinsky, and Irving R. Epstein
Department of Chemistry and Volen Center for Complex Systems, Brandeis University,
MS 015, Waltham, Massachusetts 02454-9110

~Received 27 April 2001; accepted 17 September 2001; published 28 November 2001!

We study the evolution of fronts in a bistable reaction–diffusion system when the nonlinear reaction
term is spatially inhomogeneous. This equation has been used to model wave propagation in various
biological systems. Extending previous works on homogeneous reaction terms, we derive
asymptotically an equation governing the front motion, which is strongly nonlinear and, for the
two-dimensional case, generalizes the classical mean curvature flow equation. We study the motion
of one- and two-dimensional fronts, finding that the inhomogeneity acts as a ‘‘potential function’’
for the motion of the front; i.e., there is wave propagation failure and the steady state solution
depends on the structure of the function describing the inhomogeneity. ©2001 American Institute
of Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1418459#
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The propagation of fronts in reaction–diffusion systems
with two stable steady states plays an important role in
many chemical, physical, and biological systems. Typi-
cally, the front moves as a kink, where, over a narrow
region, the system undergoes a transition from conditions
that resemble one of the steady states to conditions clos
to the other state. If the source of reaction is not homo-
geneously distributed within the medium, the motion of
the front can be significantly affected. Here we derive
equations that govern the motion of fronts in the presence
of a quasidiscrete distribution of reaction sources such as
might be found, for example, in a biological cell with mul-
tiple reservoirs of a species like calcium ion. The inhomo-
geneity acts as a ‘‘potential function’’ for the front mo-
tion, which we study both analytically and numerically in
one and two dimensions.

I. INTRODUCTION

In this paper we consider the following equation:

f t5DDf1ab~x,y!@ f ~f!1h#, ~1!

in a bounded region,V,Rn, n51,2, with smooth boundary
]V for Neumann boundary conditions on]V. Alternatively,
we can consider an unbounded domain with appropr
boundary conditions. The positive constantsD anda are the
diffusion coefficient and the production rate of the reactan
respectively. The functionf is a bistable function~the deriva-
tive of a double well potential!; i.e., a real odd function with
positive maximum attained atf* , negative minimum at-
tained at2f* and precisely three zeros in the closed int
val @a2 ,a1# located ata2 , a0 , anda1 . For simplicity and
without loss of generality we will consider in our analys
a2521, a050, and a151. The prototype example i
f (f)5(f2f3)/2. The constanth in ~1!, assumed to be
small in absolute value, specifies the difference of the po
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tial minima of the system as will be explained later. Our go
is to derive an equation describing the evolution of a fro
and to study its dynamical properties.

In particular we are interested in the phenomenon
wave propagation failure and, hence, how the steady sta
which the system arrives depends onb. Although the analy-
sis presented below will be valid for a general class of po
tive differentiable functionsb, we have in mind some par
ticular cases which are described below. In what followsh is
a positive constant.

Case 1. There is a sequence of points on the real line,xk ,
k51, . . . ,N, with N finite or infinite, where the functionb
reaches a maximum,

b~x!5 (
k51

N

e2h~x2xk!2
. ~2!

Case 2. There is a sequence of lines in the plane,yk , k
51, . . . ,N, with N finite or infinite, where the functionb,
independent ofx, reaches a maximum,

b~x,y!5 (
k51

N

e2h~y2yk!2
. ~3!

Case 3. There is a sequence of points in the pla
(xk ,yj ), k51, . . . ,N, j 51, . . . ,M with N and M finite or
infinite, where the functionb reaches a maximum,

b~x,y!5 (
k51

N

(
j 51

M

s~x2xk ,y2yj ;h!,

where s~x,y;h!5e2h~x21y2!. ~4!

Case 4. There is a sequence of circles in the planer
5rk , k51, . . . ,N, with N finite or infinite, and wherer
represents the radial polar coordinate, where the functiob
reaches a maximum,

b~r!5 (
k51

N

e2h~r2rk!2
. ~5!
© 2001 American Institute of Physics
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For sufficiently large values ofh, b as given by~2!–~5! are
approximations of distributions of discrete sources of re
tion. We will refer to the pointsxk and (xk ,yj ), k
51, . . . ,N, j 51, . . . ,M as quasidiscrete sources of reacti
or quasidiscrete~QD! sites and to the stripesy5yk and
circlesr5rk k51, . . . ,N as quasi–semi-discrete sources
reaction or quasi–semi-discrete~QS! sites. We defined to be
the shortest distance between two adjacent QD or QS s

In the last several years, partial differential equatio
with nonlinear discrete sources of reaction have been use
model phenomena in different fields ranging from physics
biology, including pinning in the dislocation motion in crys
tals, breathers in nonlinear crystal lattices, Josephson j
tion arrays and calcium release waves.1–19 The inhomoge-
neous version of the bistable equation with discrete sou
of reaction

f t5DDf1a(
k

d~x2xk!@ f ~f!1h#, ~6!

has received special attention for its applicability to the d
namics of charge density waves4,6–8,15,16and to the dynamics
of calcium release waves.8,17,18 Equation ~6! describes the
evolution of some concentration~in chemical or biological
applications! or order parameter~in some physical applica
tions! f in a discrete array of nonlinear reaction sites e
bedded in a continuum. Keener18 has used Eq.~1! with an
additional term on the right-hand side,2af, andb given by
~2! to model calcium release and uptake in cardiac cells
ryanodine receptors. In this modelf represents the concen
tration of Ca21 and f (f) represents the calcium-induced ca
cium release~CICR! activity of the release mechanism
Whena51, the model allows for continuous spatial uptak
whereas whena50, it is assumed that release and upta
both occur at the QD or QS sites. Mitkovet al.9 take the
function f (f) to be the derivative of a sine-Gordon pote
tial; i.e., f (f)52sin(f). Note that this last function is equa
to the derivative of a double-well potential, as describ
above, in a restricted domain of definition.

When the function(kd(x2xk) in ~6! is replaced by a
constant, say 1, then by appropriate rescaling we have
bistable equation

f t5bDf1 f ~f!1h, ~7!

which describes a phase transition dynamics process, w
f is a nonconserved order parameter. Note that for the
ticular casesf (f)5(f2f3)/2 and f (f)5sin(f), Eq. ~7! is
the Ginzburg–Landau equation and the overdamped s
Gordon equation, respectively. Equation~7! can be derived
by considering a physical system whose free energy is
sumed to be of the form

Fb~f!5E
V
S b

2
~¹f!21F~f!2hf Ddx, ~8!

whereF is a double-well potential having two equal minim
Note thatF(f)2hf is a double-well potential with one lo
cal minimum and one global minimum. The functional d
rivative of ~8! is given by
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df
52bDf2 f ~f!2h, ~9!

where f (f)52F8(f). The right-hand side of Eq.~9! may
be considered as a generalized force indicative of the
dency of the free energy to decay towards a minimum. T
bistable equation~7! is obtained by assuming thatf de-
creases at a rate proportional to that generalized force.

Equation~7! for n51 possesses a traveling kink solutio
moving with velocity proportional toh. A kink is a solution
that connects the two local minima of the double-well pote
tial. If hÞ0 then the kink propagates from the locally stab
minimum to the globally stable minimum. Of special intere
are kinks in which the transition between the two minim
takes place in a region of order of magnitudee!1; i.e., the
kinks have rapid spatial variation between the two grou
states. For this case, the point on the line~for n51) or the
set of points in the plane~for n52) for which the order
parameterf vanishes is called the interface or the fron
Allen and Cahn20 and Rubinstein, Sternberg, and Keller21

showed that for~7! with b!1 andh50 curved fronts in the
plane move with normal velocity proportional to their curv
ture, according to the FMC~flow by mean curvature! equa-
tion

st

~11sx
2!1/2

5
sxx

~11sx
2!3/2

2h̄, ~10!

wherey5s(x,t) is the Cartesian description of the interfa
in the plane, andh̄ is proportional toh ~see also Ref. 22!.
Equation ~10! says thatv5k2h̄, where v is the normal
velocity of the front andk is its curvature. For a circula
interface andh̄50 ~both phases have equal potential!, the
curvature is the reciprocal of the radiusR, and~10! becomes
Rt52 1/R(t), whose solution satisfyingR(0)5R0 is given
by R(t)5AR0

222t; i.e., circles shrink to a point at a critica
time tc,05R0

2/2. For h̄.0 the value of the critical time de
creases; i.e.,tc,h̄,tc,0 . For h̄,0 there exists a critical value
h̄c such that ifh̄.h̄c , then circles still shrink to a point in a
finite time tc,h̄,tc,0 , whereas ifh̄,h̄c , then circles grow
unboundedly. For more general shapes, such an expres
for the distance of every point in the interface from the orig
is difficult to obtain, but there are some analytical resu
showing that the behavior is similar. Gage and Hamilto23

proved that~10! shrinks convex curves embedded in t
planeR2 to a point. They showed that such curves rem
convex and become asymptotically circular as they shri
Grayson24 extended this result to a more general case, sh
ing that embedded curves become convex without deve
ing singularities; i.e., curve shortening shrinks embedd
plane curves smoothly to points, with round limiting shap

On rescaling~6! x→x/d and t→at and definingb
5D/ad2 ~for n51),10 Eq. ~6! becomes

f t5bDf1(
k

d~x2xk!@ f ~f!1h#. ~11!

The parameterb can be thought of as a measure of how clo
~11! is to its continuous limit~7!. If b→`, Eq. ~11! behaves
license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/chaos/chocr.jsp
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835Chaos, Vol. 11, No. 4, 2001 Kinks in bistable equation
like its continuous counterpart~with the corresponding res
caling!; i.e., it possesses a traveling kink solution movi
with velocity proportional toh.10 For b small, Mitkov
et al.8,10 have found numerically that the front dynamics r
sults in burst waves characterized by time periodicity in
frame moving along with the front. Forb small enough, the
wave no longer propagates, but relaxes to a stationary k
i.e., the waves are pinned.

For the one-dimensional version of~1!, with b given by
~2!, as well as for the continuous spatial uptake versiona
51, Keener18 demonstrated the failure of wavefront prop
gation if the separation between QD sites is large enou
Failure of propagation in a completely discrete tw
dimensional version of~11!, in which the Laplacian is re-
placed by the corresponding finite difference expression,
been studied by Cahnet al.25 There, failure of wavefront
propagation has been rigorously shown for a piecewise c
tinuous bistable functionf.

For ~1! we define the spatial and temporal dimensionl
variables as in Ref. 10,

x̂5
x

d
, ŷ5

y

d
, t̂5at, ~12!

and we also define the following dimensionless paramet

e5
1

d
AD

a
, ĥ5hd2, ĥ5

h

e
. ~13!

Substituting~12! and ~13! into ~1!, dropping thê from the
variables and parameters and further rescaling the time v
able we obtain

e2f t5e2Df1b~x,y!@ f ~f!1eh#. ~14!

We will consider the case 0,e!1; i.e., when diffusion is
slow, d is large or reaction is fast.

Evolution of fronts in inhomogeneous bistable mod
has been investigated by Fife22 ~see Chap. 1.2!. However, the
analysis of kinks in an inhomogeneous medium, which is
included in that work, requires a different mathematical a
proach.

In Sec. II we make a formal asymptotic analysis to d
rive an equation of motion for the front in Eq.~14!, which in
Cartesian coordinates reads

st5
sxx

11sx
2

1
sxbx~x,s!

2b~x,s!
2

by~x,s!

2b~x,s!
2b~x,s!1/2h̄, ~15!

where the parameterh̄, which is proportional toh, is defined
later. Note that Eq.~15! expressed in polar coordinates rea

r t5
ruur22ru

22r2

r~r21ru
2!

1
ru

r2

bu~r,u!

2b~r,u!

2
b r~r,u!

2b~r,u!
2b~r,u!1/2h̄. ~16!

This equation generalizes the FMC equation~10! with a
strong nonlinearity accounting for the influence of the fun
tion b on the front motion. The method we use is the same
that used by Rotstein and Nepomnyashchy26 for the study of
Downloaded 16 Jul 2003 to 129.64.99.48. Redistribution subject to AIP 
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the evolution of kinks in the nonlinear wave equation. W
present it here in some detail for the sake of completenes
Sec. III we study the evolution of one-dimensional fronts
means of~15!. We show that forh̄50 the functionb acts as
a ‘‘potential function’’ for the motion of the front; i.e., a fron
initially placed between two maxima ofb asymptotically
approaches the intervening minimum, unlike the class
homogeneous equation~7!, for which fronts, whose motion
is governed by~10!, move with a velocity proportional toh̄.
This result is a consequence of the inhomogeneity of
nonlinear reaction term. In Sec. IV we study the evolution
two-dimensional fronts by means of~15!. We first study a
radially symmetric two-dimensional front, which is a simp
one, but from which we can extract valuable analytical inf
mation about its dynamics. The results obtained can be te
numerically in fronts with a more general shape. We sh
that a radially symmetric and nonconstant functionb stabi-
lizes a circular domain of one phase inside the other ph
analogous to the one-dimensional case. The stationary f
is curvature dependent. This behavior also arises as a co
quence of the inhomogeneity of the nonlinear reaction te
The evolution of closed curves according to~15! for b given
by ~4! is studied numerically. We observe that closed conv
curves evolve to a final shape determined byb. Our conclu-
sions appear in Sec. V.

II. ASYMPTOTIC ANALYSIS: DERIVATION OF THE
EQUATION OF FRONT MOTION

We assume that for smalle>0 and all tP@0,T#, the
domain V can be divided into two open regionsV1(t,e)
and V2(t,e) by a curveG(t;e), which does not intersec
]V. This interface, defined by

G~ t;e!ª$xPV:f~x,t;e!50%, ~17!

is assumed to be smooth, which implies that its curvature
its velocity are bounded independently ofe. We also assume
that there exists a solutionf(x,t;e) of ~1!, defined for small
e, for all xPV and for alltP@0,T# with an internal layer. As
e→0 this solution is assumed to vary continuously throu
the interface, taking the value 1 whenxPV1(t,e), 21
when xPV2(t,e), and varying rapidly but smoothly
through the interface. By carrying out a singular perturbat
analysis fore!1, we obtain the law of motion of the inter
face, treating it as a moving internal layer of widthO(e). We
focus on the dynamics of the fully developed layer, and
on the process by which it was generated.

In Cartesian coordinates the interface is represented
y5s(x,t,e) for e sufficiently small. We assume that the cu
vature of the front is small compared to its width and defin
in a neighborhood of the interface, a new variable

zª
y2s~x,t,e!

e

which isO(1) ase→0. We callF the asymptotic form off
ase→0 with z fixed; i.e.,

f5F~z,x,t,e!. ~18!

The field equation~14! in (z,x,t) coordinates becomes
license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/chaos/chocr.jsp
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e2F t2estFz5e2Fxx22esxFzx1~11sx
2!Fzz

2esxxFz1b~x,s1ez! f ~f!

1eb~x,s1ez!h. ~19!

The asymptotic expansions ofF ands are assumed to hav
the form

F;F01eF11O~e2!, as e→0.

Thus

b~x,s1ez!5b~x,s!1ezby~x,s!1O~e2!.

Substituting into~19! and equating coefficients of the corr
sponding powers ofe we obtain the following problems fo
O(1) andO(e), respectively,

~11sx
2!Fzz

0 1b~x,s! f ~F0!50, ~20!

~11sx
2!Fzz

1 1b~x,s! f 8~F0!F1

5~sxx2st!Fz
012sxFzx

0 2by~x,s!z f~F0!2b~x,s!h.

~21!

In order to solve~20! we define a new variable

jª
b~x,s!1/2

~11sx
2!1/2

z. ~22!

In terms ofj, Eq. ~20! reads

Fjj
0 1 f ~F0!50, ~23!

whose solution isF05C(j), the unique solution ofC9
1 f (C)50,C(6`)561,C(0)50. Thus

F05F0S b~x,s!1/2

~11sx
2!1/2

zD . ~24!

In terms ofj, x, andt, Eq. ~21! reads

Fjj
1 1 f 8~F0!F1

5
sxx2st

b~x,s!1/2~11sx
2!1/2

Fz
012sx

3F bx~x,s!1by~x,s!sx

2b~x,s!3/2~11sx
2!1/2

2
sxsxx

b~x,s!1/2~11sx
2!3/2G

3~jFjj
0 1Fj

0!2
by~x,s!~11sx

2!1/2

b~x,s!3/2
j f ~F0!2h. ~25!

It is straightforward to check thatC8(j) satisfies the homo
geneous equation

Fjj
1 1 f 8~F0!F150. ~26!

Thus the operatorL, defined as follows,

Lª

]2

]j2
1 f 8~F0! ~27!

has a simple eigenvalue at the origin withC8 as the corre-
sponding eigenfunction. Then the solvability condition f
the equation~25! gives
Downloaded 16 Jul 2003 to 129.64.99.48. Redistribution subject to AIP 
sxx2st

b~x,s!1/2~11sx
2!1/2E2`

`

~C8!2dj12sx

3F bx~x,s!1by~x,s!sx

2b~x,s!3/2~11sx
2!1/2

2
sxsxx

b~x,s!1/2~11sx
2!3/2G

3E
2`

`

~jC91C8!C8 dj2
by~x,s!~11sx

2!1/2

b~x,s!3/2

3E
2`

`

j f ~C!C8 dj2hE
2`

`

C8 dj50. ~28!

A simple calculation shows that

E
2`

`

jC8C9 dj52
1

2E2`

`

~C8!2 dj

and

E
2`

`

j f ~C!C8 dj5
1

2E2`

`

~C8!2 dj. ~29!

We define

h̄ªh
C~1`!2C~2`!

*2`
` ~C8!2 dj

. ~30!

Substituting~29! and~30! into ~28! and rearranging terms w
get~15!. Note that forf (f)5 (f2f3)/2 ~Ginzburg–Landau
theory!, C(j)5tanh j/2 and h̄53h whereas for f (f)
5sinf ~overdamped sine-Gordon!, C(j)54 tan21 ej2p

and h̄5 (p/4) h.

III. FRONT MOTION IN 1D

For a one-dimensional system, Eq.~15! reads

st52
b8~s!

2b~s!
2b1/2~s!ĥ. ~31!

We will concentrate on functionsb of the form ~2!,

b~s!5 (
k51

N

e2h~s2xk!2
, ~32!

although the same analysis can be done for a general di
entiable function.

In order to analyze the motion of the front we need
look at the roots of the function

g~s!52b8~s!22b3/2~s!ĥ, ~33!

which are the equilibrium points of the interface. As an e
ample, in Fig. 1 we see graphs ofb(s) and g(s) for h
51000 andx152, x251, x350, x4521, andx5522 and
various values ofĥ. For ĥ50, g(s) has nine roots in the
range considered. Five of them arexk , k51, . . . ,5; i.e., they
correspond to the maxima ofb(s). The other four corre-
spond to the minima ofb(s): s1 , s2 , s3 , ands4 from left to
license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/chaos/chocr.jsp
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right. It is easy to see thatsk , k51, . . . ,4 arestable whereas
xk , k51, . . . ,5 areunstable. Thus one-dimensional fron
initially at nonequilibrium pointsx move until they reach
a stable equilibrium point; i.e., a front initially at a poin
xP(xk ,xk11) asymptotically approachessk . Fronts starting
initially at x.x1 or x,xN will move forever. This behavior
is in contrast with the classical FMC case~10!, where one-
dimensional fronts move only ifh̄Þ0. In order to understand
the behavior ofg(s) as h̄ increases above zero we can lo
at a functionb(s) with a single peak atx150; i.e., b(s)
5e2hs2

. This function will approximate~2! if h@1, so that
the influence of peaks on one another is very small. In
caseg(s)52e2hs2

@hs2h̄e2 hs2/2#. For h̄50, g(s) vanishes
at x̂5x150 and it is positive forx.0 and negative forx
,0 @see Fig. 1~b!#. As h̄ moves from zero,x̂, the root of
g(s), will be given by the solution ofhs2h̄e2 hs2/250, an

FIG. 1. ~a! Graph ofb(s)5(k51
5 e21000(s2xk)2

for x152, x251, x350, and

x4521, x5522. ~b! Graph ofg(s)52b8(s)22b3/2(s)h̄ for b(s) as in

~a! andh̄50. ~c! Graph ofg(s)52b8(s)22b3/2(s)h̄ for b(s) as in~a! and

h̄510. ~d! Graph of g(s)52b8(s)22b3/2(s)h̄ for b(s) as at ~a!

and h̄520.
Downloaded 16 Jul 2003 to 129.64.99.48. Redistribution subject to AIP 
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equation that always has a solution. Ifh̄.0, x̂.0, g(s) is
positive forx. x̂ and negative forx, x̂. If h̄,0, x̂,0. We
can see the shape ofg(s) as h̄ increases in Fig. 1. In sum
mary, ash̄ increases or decreases the behavior of the fron
similar to the caseh̄50, in contrast with the classical FMC
case~10! where fronts move with a velocity proportional t
the value ofh̄. As an illustration, in Figs. 2~a! and 2~c! we
show the graphs ofst as a function ofs and ofs as a function
of t, respectively, forh530 andh̄50,0.5, and 1. In Fig. 2~b!
we plot the corresponding graph ofb as a function ofs. We
observe that the velocity of the front initially increases a
then decreases as the front ‘‘leaves’’ the area of the pea
b(s). As h increases, the velocity decreases for a given va
of s, as does the asymptotic value ofs.

IV. FRONT MOTION IN 2D

In this section we present some analytical and numer
results for the front motion of closed curves in the pla
according to~15!. The analysis of front motion in two di-
mensions according to~15! with a function b of type ~3!
reduces to the analysis of front motion on a line and we s
not consider this case further.

FIG. 2. ~a! Dependence of the front velocityst on the position of the front
s in Eq. ~31!. ~b! Dependence ofb(s) on the position of the fronts. ~c!
Dependence of the position of the fronts on timet. In all the casesb(s)

given by ~32! with N52, h530, Dt50.0001, andh̄50,0.5,1 from above.
The front is initially ats050.1.
license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/chaos/chocr.jsp
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FIG. 3. Dependence of b(r)

5(k51
5 e2h(r2rk)2

and f (r)52b(r)
2rbr(r) for r150, r251, r352,
r453, r554, and ~a! h530, ~b! h
511, ~c! h54.
c
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e
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-

l
e

s
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f

the
A. Radial symmetry

For radially symmetric functions,b5b(r), and initial
fronts, Eq.~16! reads

r t52
1

r
2

b8~r!

2b~r!
2b1/2~r!ĥ. ~34!

As in the preceding section, the analysis presented here
be performed for a general differentiable positive functionb,
though here we concentrate on a functionb of the type~5!.

We begin our analysis for the caseN51; i.e., b(r)
5e2h(r2r1)2

and h̄50. For this case, Eq.~34! becomes

r t52
1

r
1h~r2r1!. ~35!

Equation ~35! has only one equilibrium point,r̂5(hr1

1Ah2r1
214h)/2h, which is unstable. Note thatr̂→r1 as

h→`. Thus, circles with initial radiusr0, r̂ shrink to a
point in finite timetc whereas circles for whichr0. r̂ grow
unboundedly. This is in contrast with the classical case~10!;
i.e., for a constantb, where circles with any initial radius
shrink to a point in finite time unlessh̄Þ0 ~see introduction!.
For r150, r(t)5A1/h1(r0

221/h)e2ht and then tc5
2 ln(12hr0

2)/2h.
For N.1 we need to look at the roots of the function
Downloaded 16 Jul 2003 to 129.64.99.48. Redistribution subject to AIP 
an

f ~r!522b~r!2rbr~r!22rb3/2~r!h̄. ~36!

As an illustration, consider Fig. 3, which shows the graphs
b(r) and f (r) for N55, h̄50 andh5100,30,11, and 4. In
Figs. 3~a! and 3~b!, we observe thatf (r) vanishes nine
times; i.e., Eq.~34! has nine equilibrium points which ar
such thatf (r) vanishes near the maxima or minima ofb(r)
with the exception of the first maximum. We callrM ,k , k
51, . . . ,5 andrm,k , k51, . . . ,4 the odd andeven equilib-
rium points of~34!, respectively, starting from that of lowes
r. We can see thatrM ,k , k51, . . . ,5 areunstable, whereas
rm,k , k51, . . . ,4 arestable. Thus circles with an initial ra
dius rM ,k,r0,rM ,k11 , k51, . . . ,4 grow or shrink to a
circle of radiusrm,k , circles with an initial radiusr0,rM ,1

shrink to a point in finite time, and circles with an initia
radius r0.rM ,5 grow unboundedly. This analysis can b
generalized for any value ofh. For a large number of site
rk the analysis would be similar. We conclude that the fun
tion b stabilizes a circular domain of one phase inside
other, in contrast with the classical case~10! where circles of
any initial radius shrink to a point in finite time. In Figs. 3~c!
and 3~d! we see that for lower values ofh some of the
equilibrium points disappear~a saddle node bifurcation o
stable and unstable equilibrium points occurs!. For h50 we
expect no equilibrium points, since this corresponds to
classical equation~10!. In Fig. 4 we have the graphs ofb(r)
license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/chaos/chocr.jsp
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FIG. 4. Dependence of b(r)

5(k51
5 e2h(r2rk)2

and f (r)52b(r)

2rbr(r)22rb3/2(r)h̄ for r150, r2

51, r352, r453, r554, h530, and

~a! h̄50, ~b! h̄52, ~c! h̄522.
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and f (r) for N55, h50 andh̄50,2, and22. We observe
the influence ofh̄ on the graph off (r); i.e., on the equilib-
rium points of~34! and the velocities of circles growing o
shrinking. For sufficiently large values ofh̄ some equilib-
rium points will eventually disappear.

B. Some numerical results for more general cases

In this section we present some numerical results for
evolution of fronts according to either~15! or ~16! with h̄
50. In all cases the functionb(x,y) is given by~4! with h
510, N5M55 with sites (xk ,yj ), k, j 522, . . . ,2 and
(x0 ,y0)5(0,0). In Fig. 5 we show a graph of thisb.

In Fig. 6 we see the evolution of a circle of radius 2 f
t50,0.15,0.3. Comparing with Fig. 5 we can see that
initial points A5(2,0),B5(0,2),C5(22,0), and D5(0,
22) are relative maxima ofb, while E,F,G, and H, the
points of intersection between the front and the linesy5x
andy52x, lie very near relative minima ofb. As the front
evolves,A, B, C, and D move towards points between th
maxima ofb while E, F, G, andH remain nearly stationary
The front seeks a position along the minimum ofb. The
same behavior can be seen in Fig. 7 for the ellipse (x2/4)
1y251. Because of the very different initial conditions, th
final front differs from that of Fig. 6. In Fig. 8, we arrive a
the same final front as in Fig. 6. In Fig. 8~a! A5(1,0), B
Downloaded 16 Jul 2003 to 129.64.99.48. Redistribution subject to AIP 
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5(0,2), C5(21,0) andD5(0,22), whereas in Fig. 8~c!
A5(1.5,0), B5(0,1.5), C5(21.5,0), andD5(0,21.5).

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have derived Eq.~15!, which governs
the evolution of a fully developed front in a reaction
diffusion system described by~14! when e!1 ~slow diffu-
sion, large separation between sites or fast reaction!. This
equation generalizes the FMC equation~10! to include the
effects of stronger nonlinearities and accounts for the in
ence of the inhomogeneous reaction term on the motion
the interface. The motion of fronts according to~15! is quali-
tatively different from that of the homogeneous nonline
reaction term counterpart given by the FMC equation, a p
nomenon that was pointed out by Keener.18 This difference
arises primarily from the fact that the functionb acts as a
‘‘potential’’ function for the motion of the front. For the one
dimensional case, an initial front initially placed betwe
two maxima ofb ~which for a homogeneous nonlinear rea
tion term will move with a velocity proportional toh̄) as-
ymptotically approaches the intervening minimum. For t
radially symmetric two-dimensional case, circular doma
of one phase inside the other are stabilized. We found
merically that other closed curves present the same phen
enon. These results~Figs. 6–8! suggest that the curvature o
license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/chaos/chocr.jsp
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FIG. 5. Graph of b(x,y)
5(k51

5 ( j 51
5 s(x2xk ,y2yj ) where

s(x,y)5e210(x21y2) with (xk ,yj ),
k, j 522, . . . ,2 and (x0 ,y0)5(0,0).

FIG. 6. Graphs of the evolution of
a circle with initial radius equal to

2 according to~15! with h̄50 and
b ( x,y ) 5(k51

5 ( j 51
5 s(x2xk ,y2yj )

where s ( x,y ) 5e210 ( x2 1 y2 ) with
(xk ,yj ), k, j 522, . . . ,2 and (x0 ,y0)
5(0,0), for ~a! t50, ~b! t50.15, ~c!
t50.3.
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FIG. 7. Graphs of the evolution of an
ellipse, (x2/4) 1y251 according to

~15! with h̄50 and b(x,y)
5(k51

5 ( j 51
5 s(x2xk ,y2yj ) where

s(x,y)5e210(x21y2) with (xk ,yj ),
k, j 522, . . . ,2 and (x0 ,y0)5(0,0),
for ~a! t50, ~b! t50.15, ~c! t50.4.

FIG. 8. Graphs of the evolution
of the function @cos(u),2 sin(u)# ac-

cording to ~15! with h̄50 b(x,y)
5(k51

5 ( j 51
5 s(x2xk ,y2yj ) where

s(x,y)5e210(x21y2) with (xk ,yj ),
k, j 522, . . . ,2 and (x0 ,y0)5(0,0),
for ~a! t50, ~b! t50.15, ~c! t50.6.
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the front may play a role in ‘‘balancing’’ the ‘‘force’’ exerted
by the functionb on the front. Analytical and numerica
work will be necessary in order to elucidate this effe
which may be crucial in the selection of the equilibriu
pattern.

In Eqs. ~1! or ~14! the functionb can be chosen to de
pend not only on the spatial variable but also ont. The fire–
diffuse–fire model of dynamics of intracellular calciu
waves12,14 is of this type. In this case, Eq.~15! will still
govern the evolution of fronts, where nowb5b(x,y,t). The
form of b(x,y,t) will depend, of course, on the particula
model. One might, for example, have the product of a s
tially dependent functionb(x,y) with a probabilistic time-
dependent function.

The results presented here have implications for the
lection of patterns in systems of the type

e2f t5e2Df1u@ f ~f!1eh#,
~37!

tut5DuDu1g~u,f!,

whereDu is a diffusion constant,g is a given nonlinear func-
tion and the time constant,t, is assumed to be large. Ifu
rapidly approaches an inhomogeneous steady state, then
pending on the initial conditions, it may induce an inhom
geneous steady state inf where u acts as the functionb
in ~14!.
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